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Questions:



(MBA40112) (a) 



Explain the stages in technology inward transfer.



(b) 



Identify the factors that determine absorption capacity of firm.



(c) 



M.13.A. DI


the



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



What is your opinion on absorptive capacity?



Paper I -



KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (Regulation 2012-2013)



Ti me : Three hours SECTION A -



Maximum: 70 marks (5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following questions. 1. 



;1



(MBA40112)



Write short notes on : (a) 



Road Map of Knowledge Management.



(b) 



Sharing Knowledge.



(c) 



Critical success factors of KM.



(d) 



Pillars of Knowledge Management.



(e) 



Learning Organisation.



(f) 



Forms of Technology.



(g) 



Technology Absorption.



(h) 



Technology Adoption.



SECTION B 



(5



x



8::- ·10 marks)



6. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



(b) 



Or



3.



Explain different stages of implementation for Knowledge Management.



(a)



Enumerate Framework.



Knowledge



Management



Or



1.



(b)



Explain critical success factors in Knowledge Management implementation.



(a)



Explain the performance of KM and its traditional approach. Or



5.



(b)



Explain the interface Resource Management Management.



(a)



Explain the techniques and applications of technology forecasting.



between Human and Knowledge



Or (b)



Describe the comparison technology types.



2



of



various



(MBA40112)



integrated



absorption -



Or



Explain Knowledge Management Road Map followed by IT sector companies.



(b)



Examine the knowledge model.



Explain the factors technology diffusion. SECTION C -



7. 



and



strategies



of



(1 x 15 = 15 marks)



Case study: Embedding technology into products and processes and marketing them is vital, for it helps firms reap benefits of new technology. Absorptive capacity refers to the firms ability to understand the usc new information. Presumably doing in-house R&D helps to build the firms absorptive, capacity, enabling it to better assimilate and utilizes information obtained externally. Inward technology transfer consists of four stages : Awareness, Association, Assimilation and Application. Firms driven by technologies will have positive attitudes and competencies for acquisition and utilization of technology. Factors influencing the inward technology transfer arc : Growth and Quality concerns, Communication, Knowledge Management, Financial discipline and Good Management. 3
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(MBA40212) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017. (Examination at the end of Fourth Semester) Paper II -



INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (Regulation 2012-2013) 



Time : Three hours



Maximum: 70 marks



SECTION A -



(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a) 



International business.



(b) 



Dumping.



(c) 



MNCs.



(d) 



Purchase power parity theory.



(e) 



IBRD.



(f) 



Free trade.



(g) 



Liquidity procedure.



(h) 



IDA. SECTION B -



(5 x 8



= 40 marks)



Answer ALL questions. 2. 



(a)



What is economic environment? Explain different kinds of economic systems and their influence on international business. Or



3. 



(b) 



Discuss the theory of absolute cost advantage proposed by Adamsmith. What are its assumptions and implication?



(a)



Explain the role of India in the WTO and the WTO's role in Indian socia-economic development. Or



4.



(b)



What is economic integration? Explain the different kinds of economic integration.



(a)



Discuss the relative merits and demerits of the fixed and floating exchange rate regime. Or



(b)



How is the WTO different from GATT?



o. 



(a)



Describe India's competitive advantage in the global IT industry. Or



6. 



(b) 



What is the impact of generic strategies on the production of international business firms?



(a)



How do you formulate the accounting system for international business? Or



(b) 



Examine the role of technology in development of international business. SECTION C -



(1 x 15



= 15 marks)



Case Study (Compulsory) I. 



Peru is located on the west coast of South Africa. It IS the third largest nation of the continent (after Brazil and Argentina) and covers almost 5,00,000 square miles (about 14% of the size of the united states). The land has enormous contrasts, with a desert (drier than Sahara) the towering snow-capped Audes Mountains, sparkling grass-covered plateaus, and thick rain forests. Peru has approximately 27 million people, of which about 20% live in Lima, the capital. More Indians (one half of the population) live in Peru than in any other country in the western hemisphere. The ancestors of Peru's Indians were the famous Incas, who built a great empire. The rest of the population is mixed and small % is iolite. The economy depends heavily on agriculture, fishing, mining and services. GDP is approximately 8115 billion and per capita income in recent years has been around $4,300. In recent years the economy has gained some relative strength and multinationals are now beginning to consider investing in the country. One of these potential investors is a large New York based bank that is considering a $25 million loan to the owner of a Peruvian fishing fleet. The owner wants to refurbish the fleet and add one more ship. During 1970's the Peruvian govt, nationalised a no. of industries and factories and began running them for the profit of the state. In most cases, these state-run ventures became disasters. In the late 1970's the fishing fleet owner was given back his ships and allowed to operate his business as before. Since then, he has managed to remain profitable, but the biggest problem is that his ships are getting old, and he needs and influx of capital to make repairs and add new technology. As he explained to the New York banker: "Fishing is no longer just an art. There is a great deal of technology involved. And to keep costs low and be competitive on the world market, you have to have the latest equipment for both locating as well as catching and then loading and unloading the fish". Having reviewed the fleet owner's operation, the large multinational bank believes that the loan is justified. The financial institution is concerned, however, that the Peruvian govt. might step in during the next couple of years and again take over the business. If this were to happen, it might take an additional decade for the loan to be repaid. If the govt. were to allow the fleet owner to operate the fleet the way he has over the last decade, the loan could be rapid with in seven years. 2 



(MBA40212)



Right now, the bank is deciding on the specific terms of the agreement. Once these have been worked out, either a loan officer will fly down to Lima and close to the deal or the owner will be asked to come to New York for the signing. Which ever approach is used, the bank realises that final adjustments in the agreement will have to be made on the spot? Therefore, if the bank sends a representative to Lima, the individual will have to have the authority to commit the bank to specific terms. These final matters should be worked out within the next 10 days. Questions: (a)



What are some current issues facing Peru?



(b)



What type of political risks does this fishing Co. need to evaluate? Identify and describe them.



(c)



What types of integrative, protective and defensive techniques can the bank use?



(d)



Would the bank be better off negotiating the loan in New York or in Lima? Why?



3
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with huge advertising support and had decided to position its product as a healthy breakfast supplement. This was the right time for Neptune to leverage art its brand image and reputation and push the product heavily to overcome any threat to its growth and market share. Mr. S. Ramanuj, the Marketing Head, called the ad agency which handled major products of top branded companies and assigned them the task of developing the campaign for 'Sweet'. An ad budget of Rs.50 lakh was recommended for the next year.



(MBA403M12) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017.



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



Paper III- ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012 - 2013)



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 70 marks 



Questions:



•



How can Neptune address these factors for enhancing its Brand image?



•



SECTION A -



According to you, what are the deciding or influencing factors in the purchase of food products.



What advertising and branding efforts can Neptune use to attract consumers?



4
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(5 x 3 = 15 marks) 



Answer any FIVE of the following. 



1.



(a)



Advertising agency



(b)



Target audience



(c)



Message Design



(d)



Humour appeals



(e)



Layout Principles



(f)



PACT



(g)



Media Scheduling



(h)



Social Aspects of Advertising.



SECTION B -



G. 



(5 x 8 = /10 marks)



(a)



Answer ALL questions. 2. 



(a)



Discuss the main functions and benefits of advertising.



Or (b) 



Or



a. 



(b) 



Explain the significance of internal and external flows in marketing communications.



(a)



"Positioning is the pursuit of differential advantage". Discuss.



(b) 



Explain what factors should be taken into consideration while determining the advertising budget.



(a)



Are fear appeals effective? Discuss the implications of using fear in advertising.



(b) 



Discuss the gap between a Copy Writer and Audience.



(a)



Describe the different types of media used for advertising. Or



(b) 



For what type of products is outdoor advertising suitable? Give your reasons. 2



SECTION C - (1 x 15 = 15 marks) (Compulsory) 7. 



Case Study Marketing of Honey



Or



5. 



Discuss Testing Validity and Reliability of Ads.



creating



Or



4. 



What is the purpose of advertising research? Explain the uses of pre-testing and post testing.



(MBA403M12)



In a very basic form, honey is being used in India for centuries and is considered as an integral part of good health. It is also used for its medicinal value in many Ayurvcdic and English medicine. The business of honey is mostly unorganized and in the urban market sales are limited to outlets at village/cottage industry and small industry promotion outlets which are owned by various government agencies. In the organized sector, Neptune Industries Ltd., a Rs.300 crore company, was the first to enter the market with its branded honey, "Sweet". After three years of marketing, Neptune still had no competitor and the market grew by 6%. Mean while an International company, which sells branded honey overseas, also entered the Indian market. According to industry speculations, the company entered the market 3 (MBA403M12)
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Questions: (a) 



What are the underwriting issues involved?



(b) 



How and what steps can be taken to avoid such unpleasant litigation in future?



v



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017. (Examination at the end of Fourth Semester) Paper VI - BANKING AND INSURANCE



MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012-2013)



Maximum: 70 marks 



Time: Three hours SECTION A -



(5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



4
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Write short notes on : (a)



Micro insurance.



(b)



Bane assurance.



(c)



Fee based services.



(d)



Liquidity Management.



(0)



Mobile banking.



(t)



GIC of India.



(g)



Principle of Utmost good faith.



(h)



Investment banking.



SF-CTION B 



(5



x



8



= 40 marks)



G.



(a)



What is risk management? Describe the various methods of handling risks.



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



Or



Discuss the role of banking in Inclusive Growth.



(b) 



Or



3.



SECTION C -



(b)



Describe the forms and functions of banking.



(a)



Explain the need for banking sector.



regulation of the



Or



4.



(b)



Describe the CAMELS model for rating of Domestic banks.



(a)



Elaborate the problems in bank management In India. Or



5.



(b)



Explain the restructuring and consolidation of banking industry in India.



(a)



Discuss about the barriers of insurance sector in India. Or



(b)



Explain briefly the concept of micro Insurance and its development in India. 2



Discuss the role of IRDA in the Indian Insurance Sector.



(MBA403F12)



7. 



(1 x 15 = 15 marks)



Case Study (Compulsory) Shri N submitted a proposal for Rs. 10,000 and a life insurance policy with the date of commencement as 28-9-1973 was issued. The premium installments were payable in half yearly mode in March and September. The premium was initially fixed at R.329.10: however because of loss of teeth, the rate of premium was increased by 2% extra so as to make a total of Rs. 339.10, half yearly. This was mentioned in the policy. Subsequently amounts of Rs.329.10 were paid to the insurer in respect of the installments falling due up to September 1974. Each time the insurer accepted the amounts. It was open to the insurer to have refused to accept the payment of premium Installment if it was deficient, but the amount of Rs.329.10 was accepted and the insured was accommodated by allowing him time to make the deficiency good. Shri N expired on 8-12-1974. Can the insurer deny the claim on the ground that in as much as the premium paid is deficit, the insurer is not bound to pay the claim.



3
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SECTION B - (5 x 8



= 40 marks)



SRCTJON C -- (1 x 15



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



Case Study (Compulsory)



Discuss the importance of the HR function and also explain HRD culture. Or



3.



(b)



Who is HRD manager? Explain his duties and responsibilities.



(a)



Discuss the importance of management development in the changing business. Or



4.



(b)



Explain the requirements appraisal system.



for



effective



(a)



Discuss the importance of training in a business organisation. Or



5.



(b)



Explain the techniques of training for the fresh employees.



(a)



Discuss the HRD practices in strategic organisation. Or



(b) 6.



(a)



Discuss the global developments implications for HRD in India.



and



Explain HRD audit, concept and objectives. Or



(b)



Discuss the preparation of HRD audit along with HRD audit failures. 2



= 15 marks)



(MBA403H12)



7. 



Great Value Hotel Private Ltd., located in Agra, started two years back and is now attracting both Indian and Foreign Tourist besides business customers. Its general manager Mr. Sharma who had served in five star hotels in Delhi and Kolkata wants to make this hotel a classic hotel in agra. The staff and employees have been recruited locally. Since most of them did not have experience of working in such hotels earlier they look to the attitude skill and fitness to deal with their customers. The supervisory staffs are qualified and have undergone an intensive training prior to the commissioning of the hotel. They however find that their assistants in the front office lobby, restaurants, kitchen, stores, housekeeping and customer relations and did not have any formal training in their respective jobs. Mr. Sharma general manager has introduced a system of getting customers remarks, views and suggestion on the services rendered quality and efficiency of the employees. There have been increasing numbers of complaints about general cleanliness. Housekeeping, liveries, crockery, room service and service at restaurants. Mr. Sharma had called number of meetings with departmental heads and floor managers. They have strongly recommended a formal training 3



(MBA403H12)



programme for the operating staff. The problem is about time. The departmental managers do not wish to relieve the staff during working hours and the staffs are not keen to stay on after working hours. You have been given the assignment of training these staff and Mr. Sharma wants you to make complete training plan giving the needs, time or duration, contents, methodology, instructors a formal appraisal method after training is imparted.



(b) 



M.RA DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017.



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



Paper



vr -



HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT



(Regulation 2012 - 2013) 



Time : Three hours



Questions: (a) 



(MBA403H12)



SECTION A - (5 x 3 = 15 marks) 



How will you commence your work of making a comprehensive training plan for all the staff who needs to be given training? Write in detail the contents of training programme for:



Answer any FIVE of the following questions.



1. 



Write short notes on :



(i) 



Front office and lobby.



(a) 



Case study



(ii) 



Restaurant.



(b) 



Job Rotation



(c) 



Role analysis



(d) 



Craft training



(e) 



Business games



(f) 



Halo effect



(g) 



QWL



(h) 



-Iob Redesign



(c) 



How will you motivate the staff to be trained for attending the course or the programme?



(d) 



Do you foresee any need for follow up-Short term, occasional long term? Give your Suggestion.



4
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Maximum: 70 marks 



(MBA404F12) M.B.A DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017.



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



Paper VII -



FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES 



(Regulation 2012 - 2013)



Time: Three hours SECTION A -



Maximum: 70 marks



(5



x



3



= 15 marks) 



Answer any FIVE questions.



1.



Write a short note on : (a)



Customised contract



(b)



Hedging Vs speculation



(c)



Convenience yield



(d)



Basis risk



(e)



Spot price



(f)



Butterfly spread



(g)



Warehousing swap



(h)



Credit Derivatives.



SECTION B 



(5 x 8



= 40 marks)



G. 



(a)



Explain the trading mechanism of swap deal with suitable illustration.



Answer ALL questions. Or 2.



(a)



Define



the



term



financial



derivatives.



(b) 



Explain the features.



What are various types of currency swaps. Explain their structure.



Or (b)



3.



(a)



How do forward contracts work? Discuss.



What are the various types of stock index futures traded in Indian stock market. Discuss with specifications of each contract.



(l x 15



= 15 mar-ks)



(Compulsory) 7. 



Or (b)



SECTION C -



Briefly discuss the factors contributing to the growth of financial derivatives.



Case study: Determine the futures price from the following data by using cost of carry method. Spot price of the commodity Rs.90,OOO Storage cost 6% p.a. of spot price



4.



(a)



Distinguish between forwards, futures and options.



Insurance cost 4% p.a. of spot price Transportation cost 3% p.a. (fixed)



Or



5.



Financing cost 12% p.a.



(b)



What do you understand by options and options market? Explain its significance in financial market.



(a)



Explain about options pricing.



the



factors



affecting



Carry period 6 months.



the



Or (b)



What do you mean by put-call parity? Explain with suitable examples. 2



(MBA404F12)



3



(MBA404F12) 



SI


B



G. 



(5 x 8 = 40 marks)



(a)



Explain how self awareness and self discipline help in leadership development. Or



(b) 



Write about programs.



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



Define leadership. What is its importance? Explain leadership theory paradigms.



:~.



(a)



What is ethical leadership? achievement motivation theory.



Explain



Explain and compare contingency normative leadership theories.



7. and



Or



4.



(b)



Define motivation. Explain the relationship between leadership and motivation.



(a)



What are different types of teams? Explain leadership skills for effective team meetings. Or



5.



(b)



Explain the changing role of leadership in self managed teams.



(a)



Explain leader member exchange theory. Or



(b)



Discuss the importance of leadership in change management. 2



(MBA404H12)



development



SECTION C - (l x 15 = 15 marks)



Case Study (Compulsory) 



Or (b)



leadership



The Sundar Furniture Co. has manufactured fine home furniture for more than 50 years. Over this period of time, the company has gained a reputation for producing high-quality furniture. Recently, Sundar decided to manufacture medium priced kitchen cabinets for homes. Sundar's manufacturing facility, which handles tables, chairs, and credenzas was modernized for the production of kitchen cabinets, and workers with experience in producing cabinets for medium  priced homes were hired and placed under Sundar's leadership. Even before he meets the new cabinet workers, Sundar confirms to Raman a furniture designer, "I just know I'm going to have trouble with the new workers". When Raman asks Sundar why he expects difficulties, Sundar replies. "Cabinet makers don't "want to work; you always have to tell them what to do, and they never have a creative idea. They're just self- centered, it's hard to get them to do their job correctly". In leading the new workers, Sundar doesn't seek their ~3



(MBA404H12)



suggestions for dealing with problems that come lip with the new product, and he doesn't share with them top-management's expectations or customer comments about the new cabinets, it appears obvious to the new employees that they do not rate highly with Sundar. One day Sundar notifies the cabinet makers that the door hinges on the cabinets need to be more solid. They add more screws to the hinges-but Sundar means that the old hinges should be replaced with stronger ones that will work more smoothly. This type of problems occurs more than once, but the workers indicate that they are reluctant to ask questions because Sundar appears impatient. When top-management receives its first scheduled evaluation of the cabinet making operation, it is not good. Sundar reaction  "I knew the cabinet makers couldn't do anything right?". (a) What process probably occurred which caused Sundar's initial expectations to come true? Explain. (b) What were Sundar's assumptions about the new workers? Are these assumptions most closely related to McGregor's theory of X or theory Y? Explain. (c) How effective was Sundar at a team builder and communication with the new workers? Explain.



4
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(MBA404H12) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017. (Examination at the end of Fourth Semester) Paper VII -



LEADERSHIP



(Regulation 2012-13) Time: Three hours SECTION A -



Maximum: 70 marks (5



x



3



= 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE questions of the following questions. 1. 



Wri te short notes on : (a) 



Leadership Traits



(b)



Leadership attitudes



(c)



Thought Leadership



(d) 



Leadership Grid



(e)



Charismatic Leadership



(f)



Leadership diversity



(g) 



Delegation



(h)



Leadership Succession.



(MBA404M12)



The main aim of the company was to satisfy the existing customers and build new customers and get feedback for the company.



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017. 



The company felt that to promote sales further, sales contests should be organized which would be both for dealers as well as for the sales executives. For this, they formulated a scheme to provide 10% incentive to the dealers who would a achieve a target of 3 lakhs during Diwali season, which would last for 40 days. In addition to this, monetary incentive was also fixed for the sales executives who will ensure that at least 50% of the dealers would achieve the target.



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



Paper IV - SALES AND DISTRIBUTION



MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012-13)



Time: Three hours SECTION A 



The area of the sales executive and the dealers undertaken was previously decided by the management. The plan went of very well for the first 20 days. Later their seemed to be a conflict among the sales executives and the dealers also complained that they were being visited by more than one sales executive.



Maximum: 70 marks



(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Sales contest



(b)



Channel Intermediaries



(c)



Logistics



(d)



Wholesaling



questions: (a) (b)



Where do you think that the management went wrong in making the plan?



(e)



Sales evaluation



(f)



Sales quota



How can the conflict be resolved?



(g)



Reasons for channel conflict



(h)



Field sales force



4



(MBA404M12) 



SECTION B 



(5 x 8



= 40



marks)



G. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



(b) 



Or Discuss the management.



emerging



trends



in



sales



(a)



What is a sales budget? Discuss the principal factors that must be taken into account while preparing a sales budget. Or



1.



(b)



Suggest criteria for selecting salesmen for the consumer products division of a company.



(a)



Explain on what basis, the sales force compensations are decided. Or



5.



(b)



What is the difference between marketing audit and sales audit? Describe the evaluation process of a sales audit.



(a)



Explain the basic functions being performed by channel members at various levels. Or



(b)



What is retailers.



retailing? 2



Discuss



about



the



(MBA404M12)



modes



of



Describe the role of Information System in Distribution Channel Management. SECTION C -



7. 3.



different



Or



Describe the responsibilities of a field sales manager.



(b)



Explain the transportation.



(1 x 15



= 15 marks)



Case Study (Compulsory). A company was engaged in the manufacture of Washing Machines. They were making three types of washing machines to cater to all the segments of the society. They were making: 1. Automatic Machines selling @ Rs 25,000/ Machine Semiautomatic selling @ Hs 16,000/· machine 2. 3. 



Manual machines selling Rs. 10,000/· machine



at



less



than



The company was distributing its goods and in the entire state of Maharashtra having a network of about 100 dealers. The company had in its sales force 5 dynamic sales executives looking after the entire distribution. Their job was to book orders to see that the payments are made in time and also to provide service through dealers to all the customers. They were also supposed to call on permanent customers and prospective customers.



3
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(MBA405F12) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 20]7.



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



Paper VIII - lNTEHNATIONAL FINANCIAL



MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012-2013)



Time: Three hours SECTION A - (5 x 3



Maximum: 70 marks



:=:



15 marks) 



Answer any FIVE of the following.



l.



Write short notes on : (a)



Interest rate parity



(h)



Transaction exposure



(c)



Fixed vs floating rate



(d)



International CAPM



(e)



Bilateral treaties



(f)



lBRD



(g)



Indirect quote



(h)



LInID



SECTION B 



(5



x



5. 



8 = 40 marks)



(a)



Explain about the types, techniques and key elements in international project financing.



Answer ALL questions. Or 2.



(a)



Name and explain some of the complexities of international financial management compared to domestic financial management. 6. 



Or (b)



3.



(a)



Explain the features, importance of IFM.



objectives



(b) 



Define cost of capital. Explain how the capital structure be determined in an MNC.



(a)



Explain about the issues and challenges in deciding the dividend policy for MNCs.



and Or (b) 



What do you mean by SDRs? Has their creation and allocation been able to improve international liquidity?



Explain the different bases of international tax system. SECTION C - (I



Or (b)



4.



(a)



Define Euro-cquities? Explain the procedure of issuing Euro-equities.



7. 



What are the techniques adopted for the natural hedge? Explain them.



A project involves initial investment for $5,000,000. The net cash inflow during the 1st, 2 nd and 3 rd year is expected respectively $3,000,000; $3,500,500 and $2,000,000. At the end of the 3 rd year, the scrap value is indicated at Rs. 1,000,000. The risk adjusted discount rate is 10%. Calculate NPV. 2



16



= ]5 marks) 



Case Study (Compulsory) 



Or (b)



x



(MBA405F12) 



Find out the transaction gain/loss on the basis of the following data pertaining to India's foreign trade' - Millions



Japanese Yen Millions



British "" Millions



Import



1,250



650



800



Export



1,150



625



850



Pre-exchange rate



Re.60/$



Rs. 0.401 Yen



Rs. 70/Pound



Post-exchange rate



Rs.67/$



Rs. 0.'15/ Yen



Rs. 68/Pound



US$



3



(MBA405F12) 



SECTION



n



(5 x 8



= 40 marks)



5.



(a)



Distinguish between domestic and global human resource managements.



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



Or



resource human Strategic Define management. Explain the process of strategic human resource management. Or



(b)



Define recruitment strategy and discuss the various sources of recruitment.



(a)



Define competency mapping. Explain the methods of competency mapping in organisations. Or



6.



(b)



Explain the various management development techniques for expatriates.



(a)



Compare the human resource practices in India with Japan and West Germany. Or



(b) 3.



(b)



4.



SECTION C  (1 x 15 = 15 marks) (Compulsory)



Write a note on the following: (i)



Broad Banding



(ii)



Skill based Pay



(iii)



Variable Pay



,.



,..



(a)



Discuss the critical resource dimension acquisitions. Or



(b)



What is meant by retrenchment strategies? When do organisations adopt such strategies? Explain the various retrenchment strategies that an organisation could adopt. 2



aspects of human in mergers and
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Detail the intricacies in cross cultural leadership. How can the leadership skills be developed in expatriates?



Case Study: Mrs. Wilfred joined Toyota as an automobile engmeer in its USA operations. She is in her late 40s and supporting the education of her two children and the unemployed husband. In fact, her husband was retrenched consequent upon 2008 global economic crisis. The company plans to start its operations in Georgia. She could not get any kind of promotion in USA during her 20 years career. Her superior attributes her performance as the reason and she attributes the glass ceiling as the reason for being not promoted. 3
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One day, her superior Mr. Michael called her and appraised her that the company is contemplating to start its operations in its Georgia plant in three months time and she was promoted as Head of the Operations department of the Georgia Plant with double her current remuneration as base salary along with a number of allowances like hardship allowance, educational allowances for children, exchange rate stability allowance, COLA, settling in allowance. Her total remuneration in Georgia would be three times of her current remuneration Further, the company is contemplating to provide a suitable job to her husband in Georgia plant.



(MBA405H12) M.RA. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017. (Examination at the end of Fourth Semester) Paper V......:.- STRATEGIC AND GLOBAL HUMAN



RESOURCE MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012-13)



Time: Three hours SECTION A -



Mrs. Wilfred listened coolly and replied without any kind of emotions. that I can't accept this promotion.



(a) 



What do you think is the reason for declining the offer by Mrs. Wilfred?



(b) 



Explain the theoretical base related to this case.



,
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(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following questions. 1. 



Questions:



Maximum: 70 marks 



Write Short notes on : (a) 



Head hunting



(b) 



Result based performance



(c) 



Down sizing



(d) 



Global HRM



(e) 



Cross culture



(f) 



KRA



(g) 



Telecommuting



(h) 



Varia ble Pay



(MBA404M12)



The main aim of the company was to satisfy the existing customers and build new customers and get feedback for the company.



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017.



The company felt that to promote sales further, sales contests should be organized which would be both for dealers as well as for the sales executives. For this, they formulated a scheme to provide 10% incentive to the dealers who would a achieve a target of 3 lakhs during Diwali season, which would last for 40 days. In addition to this, monetary incentive was also fixed for the sales executives who will ensure that at least 50% of the dealers would achieve the target.



(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester) Paper IV -



MANAGEMENT (Regulation 2012-13) Time: Three hours SECTION A - (5 x 3



The area of the sales executive and the dealers undertaken was previously decided by the management. The plan went of very well for the first 20 days. Later their seemed to be a conflict among the sales executives and the dealers also complained that they were being visited by more than one sales executive.



SALES AND DISTRII3UTION



Maximum: 70 marks



= 15 marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Sales contest



(b)



Channel Intermediaries



(c)



Logistics



(d)



Wholesaling



Questions: (a) (b)



Where do you think that the management went wrong in making the plan?



(e)



Sales evaluation



(f)



Sales quota



How can the conflict be resolved?



(g)



Reasons for channel conflict



(h)



Field sales force



----------
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SECTION B 



(5 x 8



= 40 marks)



G. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



(b) 



Or Discuss the management.



emerging



trends



in



sales



(a)



What is a sales budget? Discuss the principal factors that must be taken into account while preparing a sales budget. Or



(b)



4.



(a)



Explain on what basis, the sales force compensations are decided.



2. 



5.



What is the difference between marketing audit and sales audit? Describe the evaluation process of a sales audit.



(a)



Explain the basic functions being performed by channel members at various levels. Or



(b)



What is retailers.



retailing? 2



Discuss



about



the



(MBA404M12)



In



(l x 15 = 15 marks)



A company was engaged in the manufacture of Washing Machines. They were making three types of washing machines to cater to all the segments of the society. They were making:



(b)



of



Case Study (Compulsory).



Suggest criteria for selecting salesmen for the consumer products division of a company.



Or



modes



Describe the role of Information System Distribution Channel Management. SECTION C -



7. 3.



different



Or



Describe the responsibilities of a field sales manager.



(b)



Explain the transporta tion.



1. 



3. 



Automatic Machines selling @ Rs 25,0001· Machine Semiautomatic selling @ Rs 16,0001- machine Manual machines selling at less than Rs. 10,0001- machine



The company was distributing its goods and in the entire state of Maharashtra having a network of about 100 dealers. The company had in its sales force 5 dynamic sales executives looking after the entire distribution. Their job was to book orders to see that the payments are made in time and also to provide service through dealers to all the customers. They were also supposed to call on permanent customers and prospective customers. 3
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(Examination at the end of Fourth Semester)



Paper VIlI - INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL



MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012-2013)



Time: Three hours SECTION A -



Maximum: 70 marks



(5



x



3



= 15 marks) 



Answer any FIVE of the following.



1.



Write short notes on : (a)



Interest rate parity



(b)



Transaction exposure



(c)



Fixed vs floating rate



(d)



International CAPM



(e)



Bila teral trea ties



(f)



IBRD



(g)



Indirect quote



(h)



LInID



SECTION B 



5. 



(5 x 8 ::: 40 marks)



(a)



Explain about the types, techniques and key elements in international project financing.



Answer ALL questions. Or 2.



(a)



Name and explain some of the complexities of international financial management compared to domestic financial management. 6. 



Or (b)



3.



(a)



Explain the features, importance of IFM.



objectives



(b) 



Define cost of capital. Explain how the capital structure be determined in an MNC.



(a)



Explain about the issues and challenges deciding the dividend policy for MNCs.



and Or (b) 



What do you mean by SDRs? Has their creation and allocation been able to improve international liquidity?



Explain the different bases of international tax system. SECTION C -



Or (b)



4.



(a)



Define Euro-cquitics? Explain the procedure of issuing Euro-equities. What are the techniques adopted for the natural hedge? Explain them.



A project involves initial investment for $5,000,000. The net cash inflow during the 1st, 2 n d and 3 rd year is expected respectively $3,000,000; $3,500,500 and $2,000,000. At the end of the 3 r d year, the scrap value is indicated at Us. 1,000,000. The risk adjusted discount rate is ] 0%. Calculate NPV. 2



(1 x 15::: 15 marks)



Case Study (Compulsory)



Or (b)



In



(MBA405F12) 



7. 



Find out the transaction gain/loss on the basis of the following data pertaining to India's foreign trade' US$ Millions



Japanese Yen Millions



British i! Millions



Import



1,250



650



800



Export -Pre-exchange rate



1,150



625



850



Rs.60/$



Rs. 0.40/ Yen



Rs. 70IPound



Post-exchange rate



Rs. 67/$ I



Rs. 0.15/ Yen .



Rs. 68IPound



-.
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(MBA405M12) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2017. (Examination at the end of Fourth Semester) Paper V -



RETAIL lVIANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2012-13) Time : Three hours Maximum: 70 marks SECTION A -



(5 x 3



= 15



marks)



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1. 



Write short notes on: (a) 



Functions of retailing



(b) 



Retail merchandising



(c) 



Strategic Profit Model



(d) 



Retail Strategy



(e) 



Concept of retailing



(f) 



In store Price Promotions



(g) 



Store Brands



(h) 



Concept of Cross-shopping. SECTION B -



(5 x 8



= 40 marks)



Answer ALL questions. 2. 



(a)



Explain the different types of retailing. Or



3. 



(b) 



Discuss the opportunities and challenges of retailing in India.



(a)



Explain the different steps in the Strategic Retail Planning Process. Or



4. 



(b) 



Discuss the local, legal and market potential considerations at the time of retail site selection.



(a)



What motivating tools can a retail sales manager use to enhance performance? Explain. Or



(b) 



Define merchandise hierarchy and explain how it helps build the merchandise mix for a retail organization.



o. 



(a)



What is the importance of promotion in retailing? Explain the different forms of retail promotion. Or



6.



(b)



What is retail communication budget? Explain the process.



(a) 



Briefly explain the role of a visual merchandiser in retailing. Or



(b)



What is CRM? Discuss about the CRM Programs. SECTION C -



(1 x 15



= 15 marks)



(Compulsory)



I.



Case Study: Hot Breads Mahadevan-The Entrepreneur Mahadevan is the business man, who started an Indian fast food chain at Chennai and has even gone global to take on McDonald's in its home turf quite successfully. Mahadevan was a marketing professor at madras university, who quit academics to practise what he used to preach. He decided that food offered an attractive high margin business, provided one could get the quality and price right. Accordingly, he set out to get training and technology, and in 1988 launched HOT BREADS at Chennai. Mahadevan can typically be described as a person with the ability to do lateral thinking, a willingness to work around problems, an ability to finish off things much before others even complete the feasibility studies, and with a clear focus on the bottom-line. The Beginning The concept at hot breath was of a bright and modern looking modern style cafe, where biscuits, cakes and pastries were fresh (being baked every day). Hot breads quickly became popular among customers and soon Mahadevan was expanding across the city. Very soon he gave in when he started being flooded with calls to franchise hot breads. However things started going wrong and Mahadevan realized that he had little control over things. This was because his franchisees either couldn't stick to his standards because of local differences in ingredients or had no intention of doing so, having acquired the name and know-how from Mahadevan. Added to this the franchisees were putting all sorts of products in the stores, not adhering to his quality standards, ultimately resulting in dilution of the brand. Finally Mahadevan took a drastic decision to withdraw from the operations he couldn't control and focus only on the ones in Chennai. The successful expansion programmes After his success at Chennai, Mahadevan felt that he could take the chain abroad. For this he realized that he merely had to work out a simple reversal in the brand proposition. In India hot breads work by offering a western ambiance and products with Indian tastes to make it more palatable. While for global markets it might work with the Indian flavour as the core products with western packaging to make them more acceptable among customers there.
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Mahadevan realized that he could position. Hot Breads as a niche brand catering to the Desi market abroad and also for westerns who might be interested in the Indian flavours. This implied that there would not be any change in the concept and the products. The only change is being in the presentation. This strategy was used by Mahadevan when he opened hot bread outlets first in the gulf and then in the US. Hot breads tasted success almost immediately and the chain has been rapidly expanding with over 22 outlets in the gulf, 7 in the US and even 2 in Paris. Their main customers from the south Asian settled abroad, with most of the outlets usually located in Indian dominated areas like Edison, New jersey etc,. The percentage of Indians to non Indian customers varies from 50:50 in Dallas to as heigh 80:20 in the Indian Ghettos' of New jersey In spite of tasting success abroad (Mahadevan has even become legally a resident of the Gulf, thus a NRI in the true sense) Mahadevan continues to keep his Chennai base. This is because while it can be expensive to get good ingredients in india, the labour is cheap. Where as in the west its exactly the other way round. Thus Mahadevan uses his Chennai operations as the sourcing base. Mahadevan is working hard on another international tie-up with a hugely successful Sarvana Bhavan chain of south India restaurants after tasting its success in San Jose. More are planned in the UK and US. Questions (a) 



Although in the initial stages the franchise model did not click in India, now with McDonalds, Pizza Hut etc. tasting success in India though this format, do you think hot breads can also make an attempt at it once again? Why'?



(b) 



Keeping Chennai as the sourcing base, do you feel hot breads should try to tap the market in smaller cities across India, especially to take advantage of the growing trend in the fast food fascination of the younger age group? How?
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